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Volume Thirty-Two
REVIVAL IN PROGRESS

The drive to raise funds to buy new uniforms for the Fulton High
School Band got a real boost this week when Piggly-Wiggly Supermarket handed over a check for $204.00. Here Mrs. Robert Batts is
shown receiving the generous contribution from Store Manager Steve
Lindsey. Like all others, the check was deeply appreciated. PigglyWiggly is located in South Fulton, Tenn. It has generously assisted
many worthwhile endeavors in both communiites.

From

Notebook

Fulton,Fulton County, Kentucky, Wednesday, July 3, 1963

Workshop For
WSCS Meinbers
Set For July

A revival meeting is being held
at the Crutchfield Baptist Church
from July 3 through July 12. The
minister of the church, Rev. Ira
Henderson, is song leader and
Rev. C. W. Lawrence of Robard,
Ky., is doing the preaching. The
A series of training workshops
public is invited to attend these
for all local officers of the Methservices at 7:30 each evening.
odist Women's Society of Christian Service, Paris District, will be
VET AIDE HERE!
held on July 11, 18 and 25.
The purpose of the workshops
L. S. Roberts, contact representative of the Kentucky Disabled is to assist local officers in planEx-Service Men's Board, will be ning the Year's work and the
at the American Legion Hall in theme will be "Witness Through
Fulton from 9 a. m. until 3 p. m. Service." Mrs. L. P. Carney, of
Friday, July 12, to assist veterans Fulton, is chairman of the workand their dependents with claims shop committee.
The first workshop is for the
Paris Sub-District and will be
held
at
Palestine Methodist
Church, near Paris, at 9:30 a. m.
on Thursday, July 11. The second,
for Martin-Fulton Sub-District,
will be at Wesley Methodist
Church, near Fulton, at 9:30 a. m.,
July 18, and the third, for the
Murray Sub-District, will be at
beyond duty and friendship to Kirksey Methodist Church at 9:30
assist in the problem at hand. He a. m., July 25th.
There will be seek lunches at
was the kind of man often refernoon at each of the meetings and
red to as an influential and leadthe nursery will be open.
ing citizen. He deserved every
distinction attributed to him.

Fred Stokes Was Civic
Leader, Man With Vision

Jottings

Jo's

TRE NEWF

It will be difficult to imagine
the good life in Fulton County
and West Kentucky without the
dignified influence of Fred Stokes,
Sr. Mr. Stokes, a pioneer resident
of this area died at his home in
Hickman Monday afternoon after
a long illness. He was 63.

Mr. Stokes was head of the
Stokes Oil Co. and the Stokes
THE "CAR
SEQUEL
TO
Fred Stokes was a man of vis- Chevrolet Co. at Hickman.
THEFT" STORY. R. Paul and I ion. He exemplied the passage by
went to Kenlake Hotel Saturday George Bernard Shaw that said:
Mr. Stokes, a native of Water
night where I attended a meeting "If there's an idea . . . why not?." Valley, Ky., had been a citizen
of the "Stars In My Crown," He had ideas for his native area of Hickman most of his life. He
drama association. The meeting and he worked at them with a was a former mayor of the city
was a long and detailed one. As tenacity that made men of lesser and also served in the past as a
we walked out of the hotel about courage give up and admit defeat. city councilman. For an 18-year
midnight, (which was about the For as long as can be remembered period he served as a member of
same time I walked out of the it was Fred Stokes, Sr. who put the Hickman school board.
hotel on the previous Saturday his dedicated efforts to bring into
He was charter president of the
night) R. Paul noticed a tan being the Mississippi River ParkThurnderbird parked outside the way, a highway that would extend Hickman Chamber of Commerce
hotel. HE almost walked to it, from Canada to the Gulf Coast. and was a past president of the
thinking it was ours. Said he: "I When all hopes of this project Hickman Lions club. For 14 years
can understand how you might often dimmed, it was Mr. Stokes he served as president of the Mishave thought it was your car last who revived the effort. He spent sissippi River Parkway Planning
week," but he added: "Mother an untold amount of time and commission in Kentucky.
that is a 1958 Thunderbird." personal finance to coordinate
Mr. Stokes was long active in
S-o-o-o-o-o the plot thickens. How the efforts of many States to fulthe oil industry. He was president
can the key to a 1960 Thunderbird fill this dream that he had to
of the Kentucky Petroleum Marfit the ignition of a 1958 model? beautify the Nation and to bolster
keters Assn. in 1958 and for many
This has become the real my- the economy of his area.
years served as a state director for
stery of my life. I'm going to find
the same organization.
If
ever
the
out how it could have happened
Mississippi River
even if I have to write Mr. Ford •Parkway is established, some
He was a past commander of
link should certainly bear the the American Legion post in Hickabout it.
name of this beloved citizen who man and was chairman of the
But on to other thinis that blazed the trail for its reality.
city's American Red Cross chapmystify me. Perhaps they bug
In first conversation with him, ter for many years. He was a
you too. Have you ever gone into
Fred Stokes seemed an austere former steward in the First Metha newstand, or picked up a magaand unapproachable man. It took odist church.
zine in a beauty parlor, or doconly a few words to know he was ' Services were held at 4 Wedtor's office and read the front
a warm and interested person, nesday-afternoon in the Hickman
cover for the stories contained indedicated to his family, his church, First Methodist church. The Rev.
side? If so, have you ever won- his
community and his friends. L. 0. Hartman, pastor, officiated
dered how the White House perHis advice and counsel was sought and burial was in Hickman City
mits so many of these pulp, soft
after by persons in all walks of cemetery. Barrett Funeral Home
back magazines to print some of
life. He gave it freely and went of Hickman was in charge.
the stories published about the
First Family, and especially the
First Lady?
Last week I picked up a magazine with a big headline on the
front page that said: "Why Jackie
had to hide her pregnancy!" The
first thought of the reader is to
imagine that perhaps there must
have been some scandal about the
matter, but on reading it I found
that it was just a bunch of junk
about nothing, that tended only to
sell copies to the gullible.
Another magazine, one of the
better ones, had a recent story entitled: "Is Jackie Jealous of
Grace?" The "Grace" was Princess Grace of Monaco, who
couldn't care less. I was enticed
into reading the story by the
headline. The content only produced such comparisions as the
timeliness of television shows, the
biographies of their (Mrs. Kennedy's, Princess Grace's) separate
designers, the style of their
clothing. Nowhere in the article
was there the slightest hint that
either lady had come within
speaking distance of the writer,
but just the same it got a story
in the magazine.
Of course the White House does
have some connection with Hollywood. (The President's sister Pat
is married to actor Peter Lawford.) The movie magazines rarely fail to have some story about
the Lawfords, not so much in
connection with Lawford's acting
career, but "does Jack get along
with his brother-in-law? does
"Jackie want to be a movie
queen?" One asinine story went
on for pages and pages comparing
little Caroline Kennedy to Shirley
Temple, of all people.
I wouldn't be surprised sometimes if I didn't See.a, story about
Caroline's pony "Macaroni", being campared to a dish of lasagna.
There is a great deal to be considered in the fact that the Kennedy clan is "good copy" in anybody's print shop. It is not likely
(Continued on page eight)
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Diary of Doin's

The News reports your - - -

Menu gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Dear Diary, Patricia Latane, Abbigal, Ann, Mr. Anthony, et al:
Please tell the world I tried. This is the living end.
I've had it. I've been writing interesting notes for this
social whirl all week. I kept telling myself it was the
first respectable diary I had written since before the big
snow. But wha hopper's? The necessity to eat (advertising) crowded out tilt- pleasure of having you read all
about your friends and neighbors. If I'm not behind bars
or under sod for committing mayhem on the advertising
director of this here now paper, it'll all be published
next week. A little old, but published. I'll keep you posted.
Despondent

Milan Company
To Install New
Street Lighting

Kentucky! Most people think of
it through the media of fast
horses, pretty women, and Bourbon whiskey. Occasionally some
person thinks of it in terms of
uncouth, uneducated individuals
like the characters in Tobacco
Road.
Let us draw a different comparison which likens the State
map to a hickory-smoked country
ham, for which it is also famous.
The hack crosses Kentucky Lake
and forma the Jackson Purchase,
the region farthest west and south
in Kentucky. There, black-eye
peas, "poke sallet", turnip greens,
and corn pone among other things
are usually found on the restaur-

ant menu.
In 1820 and earlier there was a
stream of settlers that trickled into the region and in 1822 the little
town of Moscow, second oldest in
Hickman County, was established.
While DeWitt Clinton was pushing work on the Erie Canal and
James Monroe was expounding
his "Doctrine", Moscow was growing in size and importance. In
1834 the original plot, consisting
of 128 lots and a public square
was surveyed. It had become a
thriving town when the Legislature gave the people permission
to vote on whether the County
Seat should be moved from Columbus to a new site. Moscow
made a supreme effort to gain
that honor but the Prize went to
Clinton, where the seat of govern-

The City of Fulton has ended its fiscal year some
$15,000 "in the black" City Manager Robey told the
Mayor and Commissioners Monday night at their regular meeting. This accomplishment—rarely managed by
mayors and councils in the past—was all the more remarkable in the fact of substantial tax reductions
amounting to some $18,000, Robey stated.
When quizzed about the tax reduction, Robey pointed out that
the Commissioners eliminated the
creek tax during the past year
and left the general fund a $2000
obligation an a Creek note to pay
(it has been paid), reduced city
auto stickers to $5 effective January 1964, and eliminated a tax
on insurance policies amounting
to 20% of the premium, which became effective this past spring.
At Monday's meeting the Commission and Mayor authorized the
Fulton Electric system to accept

the low bid of some $44,000 and
proceed with zonstruction of a
street
mercury-vapor
modern
lighting system throughout the
city. The new system is expected
to be completed and operating by
Christmas.
The 1963-64 budget was submitted by City Manager Robey,
but final action on its adoption
was postponed to a called meeting Friday of this week. Mayor
DeMyer, (in submitting suggested
economies in the proposed budget

My Crown,"
tion, said today. "And the first step in this direction is
to do a good deed for all the good Scouts we know," the
hard working official of the group said. So here's the
plan:
Monday and Tuesday, July 8 and 9, are Scout nights
at the outdoor drama showing each evening, Monday
through Saturday. Any Scout(Cub, Boy, Girl, Explorer,
Brownie, etc.) can see "Stars In My Crown," FOR FREE
on these nights when accompanied by an adult paying
the regular admission price. All the Scout has to do to
gain admission is to wear the uniform of the troop and
the gates will be wide open to him or her.
And something else will be added to make Scout
night more memorable. Billy Edd Wheeler, whose record,"The Reverend Mr. Black," has sold over a million
copies, will autograph programs for guests after the
show. Other stars will be on hand to visit with the
Scouts.
The special Scout night event
is one of several planned by the
association to enable everybody to
see "Stars In My Crown." Monday
and Tuesday, July 15 and 16,
have been set as Homemakers
nights. All Homemakers in the
area are especially invited to attend. Many clubs already are
planning to attend in a body. Reservations may be made for

Ken-Tenn Construction Co.
To Resurface UC Highway

GETS SCHOLARSHIP
Five organizations, four of them
business firms, have awarded
scholarships to 26 Kentuckians
who will enroll this fall as freshmen in the University of Kentucky Colleges of Agriculture and
Home Economics. The organizations are Sears-Roebuck, Kroger
Company, Moorman Manufacturing Company, Keeneland Foundation and Southern States. Receiving a Sears-Roebuck scholarship
of $300 for one year is Charlotte
Ann Foy of Fulton

The usual procedure is for a
three - or four - inch binding coat
The bids were opened in Nash- to be placed on the highway,
ville and the low bid of the Ken- topped with a finish coat one to
Tenn Construction Co. at Fulton one and one-half inches thick.
was announced at $286,648.
The bid opening included 282
miles
of highway construction esDept.
anHighway
State
The
nounced on June 1 that the pro- timated to cost $25,581,000. The
ject would cost about $260,000, mileage is included in 55 contracts
making the low bid more than in 45 counties of the -state. Close
$26,000 higher than the state esti- to $12 million of the total cost is
for 31 miles of Inter-state highmate.
ways.
The notice to construction comBuy A niform!
panies specified the resurfacing

A Fulton, Ky., construction firm
has been declared the apparent
low bidder on the resurfacing of
the Union City-Fulton highway,
a project the state has announced
should be completed before Dec.
1, this year.

amounting to some $22,239) stated
that "it is our duty not to spend
more than present expected revenue unless the public demands
more and is willing to pay for it."
In other action at Monday's
meeting:
—Action to correct a sinking
sewer trench on West Parkway
was deferred pending examination of the problem and ways to
correct it. The sinking pavement
has developed because the trench
was improperly backfilled by the
construction company which laid
the sewer line, the Commission
was told. Now the company's performance bond has expired, no
recourse from them can be obtained, and - the State is pushing the
city for repair of a poor job . . .
a situation that the present administration has inherited from
its predecessor.
—A proposed increase in city
water rates to meet amortization
costs for the new sewer system
was shelved for further study, but
a rate increase is required to pay
for the new sewer system and will
be forthcoming.
—Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards was
appointed to the Planning Commission succeeding Dr. C. H.
Myers, resigned.
—Commission meeting were
changed from the first Monday of
each month to the second and
fourth Mondays of each month in
an attempt to eliminate so many
called meetings.

YMBC To Make
Horse Show An
Annual Affair
At the regular meeting of the
Young Men's Business Club on
June 26 the members voted to
make an annual affair of the Fulton Horse Show. Barney Speight
was elected permanent chairman
of the show.
The organization also voted to
donate $100 each to the South Fulton Band, The Fulton Band Uniform Drive, Twin Cities Youth
Incorporated and the Clinton
band, this money being donated
from the proceeds of the horse
show recently sponsored by the
club.

group seating by calling the
"Stars In My Crown" box office474-2248, Aurora, Ky.—or any of
the regular reservation outlets.
(In the Fulton area you may call
The Fulton News at 470 or 487).
Scouts, although in uniform, not
accompanied by adults, must pay
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rowland,
the regular admission fee. ChilDetroit, are vacationing in
of
admitted
dren under twelve, are
Kentucky this week.
at all times at half price.

The Utilities Construction Company, Inc., of Milan, Tenn., has
been awarded a contract for the
installation of a complete new
street lighting system for the City
of Fulton. Their bid was $44,747.03.
The contract calls for construction to start within 15 days and
to be completed within 60 days.
The new lights will cover the
entire area of Fulton, including
the residential sections. There
will be 118 400-watt, 270 175-watt
and 3 1000-watt Mercury vapor
lights. The installation of these
new street lights will give approximately six times as much light as
the city is now receiving.

ment remains today.
To further clarify the location
of this almost vanished town: A
narrow black-top road leads off
Kentucky Highway No. 239, once
No. 127, which, at present is being
considered for a North-South main
artery by-pass for IT. S. sHighway
No. 51, from Clinton, Kentucky to
Union City, Tennessee. Also, on
this road is the town of Cayce,
home of the tam 1 Railroad engineer, Casey Jones.
Some of the first settlers were
Griffeys, Bartlett, Stubb, Webb,
Morrow, rind Samuel McFall on
whose land was the first hotel
and one of the first stores. Solomon Neville was direct ancestor
of Neville Shackleford, Judge of
West Kentucky District, and later
well-known Judge of U. S. Dis-

Number 27

City of Fulton EndsFiscalYear With Bank
Balance of$15,000In Face Of Tax Cuts

of the highway from East Main
street in Union City to the Fulton city limits, a distance of 10
miles, using bituminous materials
(plant mix).

Local Lady Writes Sparkling History With Memory Of Happier Day
By
Ruth R. Williamson

Mg
rola

Microfilm Center
Margaret I.
University
Lexington, Ky.

Hey Scouts, Want To See
4-H Members
From Local Area "Stars" FrW Take Adult
Attend Meeting
"We want everybody, everywhere to see "Stars In
Max Hurt, president of the drama associa-

Five 4-H members from Fulton
and Hickman Counties attended
4-H Week at Kentucky State College in Frankfort June 24-28.
These boys and girls took part in
demonstrations, style revue, group
discussions and a chapel program.
Those
attending and
their
ratings are: Annie Russell Stray,
red ribbon, dress revue and received a County award which was
an equipped sewing basket from
the Lilly Mills Sewing Company;
Marvis Davis, red ribbon, boy's
general demonstration; Judy Patton, championship, girl's general
demonstration, and will receive a
watch; Martha Thorpe, championship, corn meal muffins, and will
receive a watch; James Henry
Thomas, 3rd place in boy's general demonstrations, and will receive a bill fold.

0KSigle
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and Ira W. Little, who was astrict Court, Cincinnati.
The Illustrated History of Ken- sociated with his father in gentucky by Battle, Perrin, and eral merchandising business as,
Kniffen has biographical sketches "J. T. Little and Son".
Mrs. Martha V. Griffey, born
of some early residents of Mosin Moscow April 22, 1840. Daughcow as follows:
Sam W. Luten, born in Moscow ter of Dr. Samuel B. and Mary
August 30, 1841; son of Dr. Sam Ashburn Luten.
Thomas, J. Roberts born in
B. Luten, born in North Carolina.
Sam W. settled near Moscow to Weakley County Tennessee, August 10, 1835, where he resided unpractice medicine.
Hon. J. R. Luten, born March til he came to Moscow in 1872.
6, 1843 in Moscow, married .Kate- He-was engaged In general merch.Eihdliing and produce business unBrowder of Fallen County:
Drew Luten, born in Moscow til 1877, when he became associatand practiced medicine there; ed with Charles Worthe in the
milling business.
married Inez G. Stevens.
Rev. Willis White is also listed.
John T. Little, born November
12, 1850 in Tennessee, came to He was born in Halifax, North
Moscow 1872. Married Susan A. Carolina, February 26, 1805. He
Milner. To them were born two spent his later life in Hickman
(Continued on Page Nine)
children Nina, Mrs. Fred Worthe,

Mrs. Lowe In
Special Study
At Murray State
Mrs. Kellie Lowe, Supervisor
of Instruction for Hickman and
Carlisle Counties, is enrolled in
the Aerospace Education Workshop under the direction of Dr.
Eugene Schanbacher, on Murray
State College campus.
The workshop is sponsored in
connection with Civil Air Patrol
and the U. S. Air force and is
made possible through funds made
available by the educational division of the Kentucky Aeronautics Commission. Each participant
was awarded $60.00 to cover cost
of registration, transportation and
reference materials.
The workshop is a survey type
course to orient teachers to the
influence of aviation and its related fields on the educational
system in America today.

Excited About
New Industry
Residents of Kenton are excited,
and with good reason, they have
just been informed that a new industry which will employ 100 or
more persons plans to locate in
their city.
While the name of the industry
and the product it manufactures
have not been disclosed, it has
been learned that the firm is a
highly rated Eastern manuhictur_
er.
Work at the plant site is expected to begin immediately and a
200-by-200-foot, metal building is
expected to be completed early in
October at a cost of $250,000. Production is expected to begin the
last of October. This structure will
be built by Kenton through a
revnue bond issue.

•

What Does An Industry Want When It Selects
A Site? First Requirement Is Good Highways
What does modern industry want
when it picks a new plant site?
The answer: four basic requirements—location near a highway, an
abundant labor supply, good land and
proximity to markets.
In this order—highway proximity, labor, land and markets—these
were the plant location factors mentioned most frequently by 1,363 plants
of all types and sizes cooperating in a
two-year new plant location study by
the Rockwell-Standard Corporation,
of Coraopolis, Pa., and the ATA Foundation.
The study explored, and subjectmeasurement, the latest trends
to
ed
in plant location to produce a factual
background with which trucking executives and trucking associations
can be of maximum aid to industry
and community planners in plant location decision.
Although the plant location questionnaire was an important part of
the study, it was preceded by intensive research which disclosed population growing and moving as never
before, dramatic technological and
esthetic developments in plant design, and more geographic orientations of plants to their markets.
The questionnaire drew replies
from more than 36 per cent of the
4,000 manufacturing plants, distribution centers and research and development facilities to which it was mailed.
Replies came from a wide crosssection of industry, including some of
the country's largest chemical, electrical equipment, machinery and drug
firms, and ranging to smaller plants
turning out precision tools or women's dresses.
A few highlights from survey
findings4
.
In addition to the highway, labor,
land and market factors which ranked first to fourth in frequency-of-

mention, other factors lined up as follows: 5—availability of rail service;
6—availability of'raw materials; ?—
favorable state and local tax structure; 8—favorable leasing-financing;
9—abundant water supply; 10—
proximity to related industry; 11—
existence of building at site; 12—
community's cultural-recreational assets; 13—nearby vocational training
facilities.
Factors 6 through 11 were very
important in some instances but varied from industry to industry while
the importance of the first four factors—highways, labor, land and markets — remained consistently high
throughout most of the response
group.
The trend in location was strongly outward from city to suburbs and
small towns and rural areas. Very
few reported moves in the other direction_
Nearly half of the firms reported
using truck transport for 90 per cent
or more of all inbound and outbound
freight; 58 per cent _received 90 per
cent or more of all inbound freight by
trucks and 67 per cent shipped 90
per cent or more of outbound freight
by truck.
The study, believed to be the
most intensive of its kind ever conducted, was made possible by Rockwell-Standard, manufacturer of truck
components and other industrial products through a grant to the ATA
Foundation, the public information,
educational and research organization for supplier cooperation with the
trucking industry. It was made by
ATA's Department of Research and
Transport Economics.
Complete findings will be published soon in the study report,
"HIGHWAYS, TRUCKS AND NEW
INDUSTRY - A STUDY OF CHANGING PATTERNS IN PLANT LOCATION."

Farming Ranks As Third Most Hazardous Trade;
Recent Area Deaths Remind Us Of More Caution
For many years farming has
ranked as the third most hazardous
occupation. Only mining, including
quarrying and petroleum drilling, and
construction have higher death rates.
In general the death rate from
farm accidents has followed national
trends, decreasing steadily since the
turn of the century.
But where the rate on farms was
once below the national average, in
recent years it has been higher. And
the difference appears to be increasing_ In 1961, when the national rate
fell to an all-time low of 50.4 deaths
per 100,000 population, the farm average rose to 58.8.
National Farm Safety Week, July
21-27, is an opportune time to examine the record to learn where farm
safety falls down.
National Safety Council statistics
show that motor vehicle, home, and
public accidents—the three largest accident categories nationally—hit farm
residents about as hard as the rest of
the country.
It is in work safety that farming
lags behind. Work accidents are second only to motor vehicle accidents
among farm residents, comprising 31
per cent of the total.
Other industries have developed
safety procedures that have made
work accidents the smallest of all four
Tki.t FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WISTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
In 1954 Kentuchc, Press Association judging
ahmi Setreall slams le MO end lereseallis lesulleas1.
ISM
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a- melt (eallimerlotten& elusiair•—ef eatte.
Perms WO Se Pert elflee Bee ASS Mess. ltaiseselis
Publicised livery Thursday of The Year
A member of the Kentucky Press Aseociatiou
Seemed-- clam postage paid at Fulton,
Keatawdry and at addition' mailing Wises.
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year in Fulton
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Wembley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the United States 94.00 Per year.
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categories—accounting for 15 per
cent of the nation's accident toll.
These same procedures, put to work
on the farm, can bring farm safety
back into line with the national record.
A farmer must be many kinds of
a craftsman. He often is called on to
be a carpenter, an electrician, a mechanic_ He uses fuels, chemicals, fertilizers, and many different kinds of
machines.
To work safely he must know and
follow the safe practices developed
in many different industries.
In most industries, employees'
mistakes are noticed and corrected
immediately. But much of farm work
is done away from direct observation
and supervision. Too often, an unsafe
act, unseen and unrecognized, becomes a habit instead of being corrected promptly. These bad habits must
be discovered and replaced with proper methods.
National Farm Safety Week is
not a week in which to be more careful, then to be forgotten until next
year. Instead it is a time to examine
work habits, to compare methods
with those proved effective in other
industries, and to seek out better and
safer ways to do our jobs.
Accident prevention is a yearround job. An official "week" is simply a reminder that emphasizes the
importance of that job.
Every week should be Farm
Week_
Enveloped in a common mist, we
seem to walk in clearness ourselves,
and behold only the mist that enshrouds others.
—George Eliot
A fool sees not the same tree that
a Wise man sees.
— William Blake
A mind lively and at ease can do
with seeing nothing, and can see
nothing that does not answer.
—Jane Austen

STRICTLY BUSINESS

SCARRED SAEHTS"
BY

,"I'd Mt you to meet my sons — Margin, Blucchip
and Extra Dividend!"

Turning Back The Clock-in
Dan
FROM THE FILES:—

July 2, 1943
Two ping-pong tables, two shuffle boars, four checker tables and
other games will be made available to youth in the First Methodist Church each Tuesday night,
according to plans of the Youtg
Fellowship. The young people will
meet at 7:30 p. m. and enjoy a
thirty minute devotional, then will
adjourn to the recreational rooms
for fun and fellowship.
The annual opening of the Fulton Country Club was held in the
afternoon on July 1. A picnic
lunch was served an the beautiful
lawn. No special program was arranged.
Miss Mary Catherine Lancaster,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Lancaster, became the bride of
Sgt. Joseph H. Frankum, son of
Joe Frankum of Harris, Tenn., on
June 20, in Pecos, Texas. The ceremony was performed in the home
of Rev. Stanley J Lovett, minister of the Church of Christ.
Mrs. Carlton Wilkes, of Memphis, and Mrs. Felix Segui, of
Florance, S. C., were the honor
guests at a lovely bridge party
given on June 28 by Miss Martha
Taylor. Four tables of players participated and prizes were presented to Mrs. Charles Rice, high, and
Mrs. Wade Joyner, of Macon, Ga.,
second high. A delicious salad
plate was served to Mesdames

1

Frank Wiggins, P. G. Boyd, Ronald Jones, Lester Newton, Harold
Thomas, Enoch Milner, Hillard
Bugg, John Daniel, Eugene Speight
E. L. Cooke, Robert Graham, Robert Burrow, Charles Rice, Wade
Joyner P^i the guests of honor.
Rev. and Mrs. Scott, who recently moved here from Russellville,
Ark., were delightfully surpri,...d
by members of the church on June
29 at a pounding at the Manse on
Park Avenue. The members met
at the church, then proceeded to
the manse in a body, each taking
a gift for the minister and his
wife.
Mrs. C. McCrite entertained the
members of her bunco club June
29. Three visitors were present,
Mrs. Royce Dumas, Don McCrite
and Mrs. J. M. Watson. All prizes
awarded were war stamps.

ORAL ROBERTS

Saul of Tarsus had come back
from Tarsus shortly after Jesus
was crucified and had found the
whole city in turmoil. He saw that
this place now was filled with
new Christians, who were saying
that Jesus had risen from the
deed.

being My prisoner. You are going to be My bond slave and r
am going to send you. I'll manipulate you. ru make you My instrument of conflict. I'm sending
you out into the Roman Empire,
this pagan generation."

All of the self-righteousness that
he had acquired in being a
Pharisee came rushing like blood
to his temples, and he said, "I will
stamp it out." We are told about
how he brought such bitter persecution that some of the Christians cried out, "I can't stand it.
I'll have to give it up." And he
invented such cruel and unusual
torture that some of the Christians could not stand it. Some of
them fled. And all through his life
Paul could not forget that he had
made some of them to blaspheme,
and he would say, "I am the chiefest of sinners."

At that time some 90 percent
of the adult population of that
pagan world broke the seventh
commandment as part of their
licentious worship. In the temple there was space for the women worshipers who gave themselves as temple prostitutes, so
that as the men carne a part of
their worship was fornication, or
adultery, so 90 percent of that
population was breaking the
seventh comniandment Seventy
percent of them were Under the
power of alcohol.
(Sixty-eight percent of the people of Amerca are under alcohol
today.) Fifty percent of the world
enslaves the other 50 percent.
Some of them politically, like the
nation of Israel.

And with his life embittered,
he was going to Damascus to kill
them all when he met Jesus. And
Jesus looked at him from Heaven
and said, "Get upon your feet.
Jesus thrust Paul nto the arena
Stand up like a man. Go on into
of human conflict and said, "I'll
town. I'll tell you what to do
send you far hence to the Genwhen you get there."
tiles. I'll take you away from these
And Paul's will was broken. halls of learning, from the sacred
His hate was destroyed. Some- feet of Gamaliel, the doctor of
thing came rushing into him that the law that has trained you in
we call agape love. Paul went on religion. I'll take you from the
into town. And during this ex- beauty of the temple worship,
perience scales came upon his where you stand to recite your
eyes; he lost his sight. And he prayers. I'll take you from these
was in a certain house just wait- familiar places where you woring and praying.
ship Jehovah. I'm sending you
Then the Lord spoke to Ana- into that world that is filled with
nias and told him to go over there. adultery, fornication, alcoholism,
Ananias said, "Here am I. I am demon worship and human power.
ready to do what you say," until I'm sending you. You will be My
he heard Saul's name. And it instrument. You will be the instruck like a dagger in his heart. strument of conflict, of clash.
And the Lord said, "Ananias, you clash with them through you. I'll
go on over there. You help him bring you up against them, and
get his sight. Help him receive the they will strike you, and they will
Holy Spirit. And I want you to put you in their jails, but you
tell him for Me, 'Paul, I want you won't be their prisoner. You are
to know how great things you My prisoner. They won't be doing
this to you, but by the very namust suffer for Me.'"
ture of the case I'll be doing it
When Paul got his healing and
to you. You will be Mine and I'll
received the baptism with the
be yours. You are going to be a
Holy Spirit, he got a message:
scarred saint."
"For the rest of your life you are
going to have the privilege of
CONTINUED NEXT WEEK.

Miss Lillian Cooke was hostess
on June 28 to a delightful party,
complimenting Miss Martha Oursler of Humboldt, Tenn., and Miss
Barbara Perkins, of Louisville,
Ky. Misses. Oursler, Perkins and
Cooke were roommates at Vanderbilt University during the past
year. Miss Cooke served a lovely
ice course to the following: Mrs.
Claude Muzzle, Mrs. Al Gentleman, Mrs. Graham, Miss Helen
King, Miss Taylor, Miss Jane
Scates, Miss Martha Moore and the
honorees.
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100 Years Ago This Week

An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Kenitucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission
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By JOE JORDAN
The seven days of the 19th century corresponding to the current
week of this century—that is, June
30 through July 8 of 1883—were
eventful days indeed. The Battle
of Gettysburg (July 1-3) and the
fall of Vicksburg (July 4) are outside the scope of this serial story
of the Civil War in Kentucky, but
there was no lack of activity within the Commonwealth, for John
Morgan was riding behind enemy
lines across hi' home state to
launch his memorable invasion of
Indiana and Ohio.

Michigan soldiers, standing in the
trench, picked off the Confederates as they struggled to get through
the tree limbs and branches. When
the first two attacking regiments
fell back, a third regiment was
stnt to aid them, but repeated
charges were repulsed, and Morgan called off the attack after losing 36 killed and 45 wounded. The
division forded the river elsewhere and marched on, leaving
Moore in possession of the bridge.
The next day at Lebanon there
was a fierce fight at the railroad
depot, which was defended by
Morgan and his Third ConfedCol. Charles Hanson's 20th Kenerate Cavalry Division, 2,460 officers and men plus four pieces of tucky (Union) Infantry regiment.
The building was in a low place,
artillery and the gunners who serand Morgan's artillery could not
ved them, crossed the Cumberland
be brought to bear upon it effecRiver at Burkesville July 2, drivtively. About 4 p. m.. because two
ing off Union troops sent there to
Michigan regiments were known
prevent their crossing. By the
morning of July 4 they had reach- to be approaching the town Mored Green River at Tebbs Bend, gan had to end the affair quickly,
where Union Col. Orlando H. so he ordered the depot stormed.
Moore and only 210 members of In the assault, and only an inhis 25th Michigan Infantry regi- stant before Hanson surrndered,
Gen. Morgan's youngest brother,
ment barred their approach to a
bridge. In response to Morgan's Lt. Thomas Morgan, 19, was shot
through the heart and fell dead
formal surrender demand, written
into the arms of his brother Calin proper military language, the
vin. He had been the first of the
Michigan colonel scribbled an unmilitary but meaningful reply: six Morgan brothers of Lexington
to join the Confederate Army.
"The Fourth of July is a bad day
The prisoners taken at Lebanon
for surrenders, and I would rather
were paroled at Springficld., The
not."
Rebels rode all night, teaching
Tebbs Bend is a loop of Green
Bardstown
at 4 a. m. After a sixRiver somewhat in tlr shape of
hour rest, they struck out again,
the bowl of a spoon; the spoon's
handle is formed by two compara- and about dark on July 6 they captively straight stretches of the-- tured a train at a point only 30
miles from Louisville.
river, flowing in opposite directions and only about a hundred
SUPEIRMARTS IN ITALY
yards apart. ACTOSB this narrow
place a trench had been dug; on
Rome—Italy's antiquated distrithe side of the trench toward
bution and retailing system has rewhich the Rebels had to make
tarded the consumer market.
their approach there was a thick
There are only 220 supermarkets
entanglement of felled trees. The
In Italy.
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ALUMINUM SIDING
* Eliminates expensive periodic painting
* Restores your home's original beauty
* Provides additional comfort and economy
Your home looks "eternally young"
because Flexalum Aluminum Siding
stays bright and new looking for
years. It restores original charm and
beauty to your home — gives it the
clean, fresh appearance of newly
painted wood, plus all the carefree
qualities of enamelled aluminum.

You'll save money and valuable leisure time, too, because Flexalum Siding eliminates costly, time-consuming
minor repairs and maintenance. Because Flexalum Siding is aluminum it won't rot or split; can't be attacked
by termites or other insects.
1
And Flexalum's special 6-stage, paint finish is so durable
it carries a 10-year guarantee bonded by Continental Casualty Co. For details on this meaningful guarantee and other
important Flexalum features, mail this coupon today.

TEN-AR-KY-MO. INDUSTRIES
UNION CITY, TENN. PHONE TU-51721 OR SIMONS
PAINT 00. ruurQs, ILY. PHONE 67.
Please send me your free booklet— "Straight
Answers on Aluminum Siding"
Name
Address
City

State
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Engagement Of Miss Grissom To Page 3
John Leonard Johnson Announced
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The bride is the former Brenda Gill, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bueford Gill and granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. B. A Clifton of Fulton. She is a graduate of St.
Thomas School of Nursing in Nashville.
Lt. Hicks, son of Mrs. Grace Hicks of Centerville,
Tenn., is a graduate of T. B. I. in Cookeville, Tenn., and
is at present serving in the U_ S. Marine Corps.
The couple is residing at Parris Island, South Caro-
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ilAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing 'Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
July 5: John Robert Burrow,
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe, Lucy Daniel,
Harvey Maddox; July 6: Pamela
Henderson, Terry Barnes, James
Counce, Bobby Bowles, Mrs. Ruby
Neisler; July 7: Tommy Gatlin,
Billy Homra, Miss Ella Rankin,
Carl Wayne Wade, David Clark,
Nathan LeCornu, Carol Terry;
July 8. Rebecca Jane McKnight,
Patricia Legg, Mrs. F. D, Phillips,
DeLewis Polsgrove, Dee Anr
Hitchcock;

Lt and Mrs. James B_ Hicks, Jr., seen cutting their
cake at the reception held at the bride's home after their
wedding on June 22 at the Centerville, Tenn., Church
of
Christ.
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Miss Joan Clark, Mr. Jack Myers
To Wed In Panama City On July 14

Miss Brenda Gill Becomes Bride Of
Lt. Hicks In Centerville, Tenn.
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The Fulton News, Wednesday, July 3, 1963

July 9: Vicki Bloodworth,
E
McNatt, Guy W. Finch, Katherint
Bradshaw, Eugene
Waggoner
Gwinn Piercy, G. B. Butterworth,
Mrs. Norman Terry, Louise-Hancock, Mrs. Ray Fields, Walter
Mischkey, Sr.; July 10: Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr., Dale Cummings, Edmond' Kourie, Charles Everett
Jordan, Wanda Hailey, Dennis
Crittendon, Lynn Wade; July 11:
Mrs. Leland
Adams, Johnny
Schwerdt, Judy Bizzle, Mrs. G. S.
McDade, Cathy Cash, Mrs. J. H.
Patterson, Jr.

lina.

Major auto makers report best
sales since 1955.
Stevenson urges U. S. loan for
United Nations.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Ciocas an.1 Tints
Pieces of All Rinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cosi
by—

Miss Hazel Grissom

Miss Clark

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. Grissom of South Fulton are announcing the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Hazel, to John Leonard Johnson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Johnson of Edmond, Oklahoma.
The double ring ceremony will
be performed on August 25 in the
Smith Street Church of Christ,
with Leonard Johnson reading the
marriage vows.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
South Fulton High School and

Freed-Hardeman Junior College
in Henderson, Tenn. She is now a
senior at the University of Tennessee at Martin.
The prospective
bride-groom
graduated from Red Bank High
School in Chattanooga, Tenn. He
also attended Freed-Hardeman
Junior College and is a senior at
the University of Tennessee at
Martin.
No formal invitations are being
sent, but all friends and relatives
of the families are invited.

Letters To Editor

like to ask that all Kentuckians
heed the following words of advice:
1. use safety belts

Dear Jo.
As President of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs, I
recently attended the General
Federation of Women's Clubs national convention in Milwaukee
with 24 other Kentucky clubwomen.

2. allow plenty of time for
holiday travel

-

At The Reception

Photo by Sublett, Hohenwald, Tenn.

5. be alert to hazards

• DETROIT NEWS
By Roy Maurer

6. watch out for others

The weather sure is hot, 96 deFour years ago this week, grees Friday and Saturday.
The booth we had at the WarAdrcrn and I were involved in an
accident which incapacitated me ren City Fair was a' big success
for six months. I do not wish to and thanks •to all who helped
go through such an experience make it that way.
again nor do I wish such an exDon't forget our folks who are
We are quite pleased with the perience for you.
on the sick list. A card or visit
efforts of Mrs. Dwayne Boyd and
will help.
So join me and the 15,000 memMrs. James Ross and their fellowMr. and Mrs. Leslie McAlister
members of the Loneoak club. bers of the Kentucky Federation and son are spendi
ng their vacaof Women's Club's in promoting
And we also are proud of our
tion with friends and relatives
safe
and
pleasan
t
holiday
motorstate safety chairman, Mrs. Larue
ing throughout Kentucky this near Fulgham; Mr. and Mrs. WesByron, Owingsville, who has done
ley White in Alabama; Mr. and
summer.
an excellent job.
Mrs. Clyde McDonald in TennesCordially
see.
And while we are highly pleasVacation Bible .school starts next
ed with the safety efforts of our
Mrs. Adron Doran
clubwomen, we cannot help but
President, Kentucky Federation week. We do expect a big turnout
at the chirch picnic. Our church
look toward the summer holiday
of Women's Clubs
and Faith Church have this toseason with justifiable fear and
gether.
trembling.
Miss Catherine Allcook and her
As we all are aware of the
daddy
are home, after spending
mounting numbers of horrible acthree weeks near Mayfield, Ky.
cidents on the highways, we as
Our young people are away to
members of the Kentucky Federafifth Sunday rally at Evansville,
tion of Women's Clubs would
Ind. We sure missed them in
Keene, N. H.—One of the singchurch Sunday.
ing Maguire sisters became a
RUPTURE
Sure was nice to see Joe Morgrandmother when a 6-pound boy
gan's brothers and sisters from
The New Sensational Inven'ion
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Sutherland's ••MD" 'From
Fulton here for a family get-toH. Teeter of Marlboro.
gether, and all were in church,
No Odors
Teeter is the son of Christine which is a good way to start a
City Drug Co., Fulton
Maguire, who in real life is Mrs. reunion.
No Belts — No Straps —
Mrs. Berah Hampton spent last
John H. Teeter.
week with her brother, and his
wife, the Hays Bowdens, in Livonia, Mich.
I'm sure a lot of you have news,
so why not call and let others
know it, too. We would enjoy reading it.
Rev. Nunn's garden is corning
along fine, but doesn't know how
to keep the birds out. We don't
either.
Service hours for summer in
church are: Sunday School at
10:00 a. m., morning church worship at 11:00 a. m., and evening
church worship at 7:30 p. m. If
you are here on a visit, come to
church. We'll be glad to have you
$1.15
/
1
4 Plel and you *ill-be glad you came.
Call me at 8393074.
$4.60
Fifth
I am exceedingly happy to report that the KFWC received the
only national award given for the
promotion of safety belts—an
award which went to the Loneoak
Junior Woman's Club.

Singer In A Trio
Is Now Grandmother

4WALKER

2

TASTE...
a true bourbon

, Hiram Walker's

TEN HIGH
One of the fastest-growing
bourbons in the land

m•••

Sei-R

Textbooks Sent
To Virginia County

3. be sure you car is safe
4. always be courteous

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • 86 PROOF

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Mr. and Mrs. Theo Ray Clark of Asheville, North
Carolina, announce the engagement of their
daughter,
Joan, to Mr. Jack L. Myers of Panama City, Florid
a, son
of Mrs. Willis Attebery of Crutchfield, Kentu
cky, and
Mr. Adolph Myers of Waukegan, Illinois.
The wedding will be an event of July 14 at 3:00
p. m.
in the Wallace Memorial Presbyterian Church
in Panama City.
No invitations are being sent, but all friend
s and
relatives of the couple are invited to the cerem
ony and
to the reception which will follow immediately.

NEW QUARTERS!
Postmaster Joe Treas has announced the removal of the South
Fulton branch post office on July
1 from the Cannon Insurance
Agency to Mac 8z Fay's Flower
Shop on Collinwood. J. E. McNatt
will be the clerk in charge.

Special Meals Set
By Pope Al Prisons

New York—More than 1,000
textbooks donated by
schoolchildren here were shipped to
students in Prince Edward County,
Va., where schools were shut to
prevent integration.

General Taylor Has
Emergency Landing
Lisbon—General Maxwell Taylor, chairman of the United States
Chiefs of Staff, made an emergency landing at the Portela Airport here after the DC-7 in which
he was traveling developed engine
trouble, airport officials said. Taylor was returning to Washington
from Marseille, France, with his
wife and a staff of six.

Mrs. Gertrude H. Selkowe, principal of Junior High School 135
in the Bronx said the gift was a
Vatican City,—Pope Paul VI has result of a concerted effort on the
instructed the Vatican to provide part of her pupils.
special dinners for all the :nmates
Contentment may be a virtue,
Keep on keeping ct in the face
but certain death to enterprise.
in prisons throughout Italy and of obstacl
es and you'll succeed.
candy for four children's hospitals
bfi the occasion of his coronation.
Buy A Band Uniform!
Support "Dollars For Scholars"

Plan a VACATION
or a resort WEEKEND
at Louisville's

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF UFE"
You've been hoping for a formula like this—with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important
tropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protectioa
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CI* DRUG CO.
FULTON, KY.

//

BROWN SUBURBAN
HOTEL!
Why spend a big part of your vacation
dollars simply to get to a wonderful
place to stay?
Right here in Louisville, you can enjoy a splendid resort hotel, completely
air conditioned and with its own lovely
restaurant (featuring dinner music and
supper dancing, nightly) — its own
beautiful new cocktail lounge — its own
private swimming pool — and also have
golf, tennis, boating on the River, and
all the other pleasures of a big city,
just a few minutes away. •
Write for reservations, eithqr for a
weekbridiiiTOTiour
— complete vacation!
Address:

For the
GOLDEN YEARS

tuRNI, V(

•
THE
BROWN
SUBURBAN
HOTEL
61)

The Brown Subuthan Mind is located on ttriniqsouth of the Wattenio F:x
prensway. Thus it is easily accessible n
to all
marr highways from the north, south,
pied
and west—is only a few minutes by
car (min
Standiford Airport and downtown Louisville
.

sown Row, Just

The BROWN SUBURBAN HOTEL
Bardstown Road at Watterson Expressway, Louisville
Telephone: GLendale 8-3201
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$7.50 or more

Meat Purchases

T1.

e

0.

REELFOOT PURE

ALLEN PURPLE

Coupon Expires July 13

&QUM
'APOjl
seTA

C STYLE CORN
PICNIC

Cot)

IP

JUNE PEAS

I
,

0N

Co

With The Purchase Of

HOMINY

One Suave

SIIOWBOAT

SHOW BOAT

PEAS

Coupon Expires J

„STAMPS

18.

No. 2 Can 10c

PORK & BEANS _ _ _ 300 Can 10c

99c

Can
GREEN

300 Can 10c

STOKLEY'S

HAIR SPRAY

300 Can 10c

LADY CREME

HULL PEAS

0 UPON

300 Can 10c

SHOW BOAT

LADY ALICE

BLACKEYE PEAS
With The Purchase of

NATURE BEST

Argo Blue Lake Whole

NAVY BEANS

Green Beans
5 - 303 Cans $1.00

GREEN
STAMPS

4.

300 Can 10c

HOMINY

ICE MILK __ _ _ 1-2 Gal. Cr!. 39c
SEAL TEST
MILK
1-2 Gal. Cr!. 46c

RINSO

Reg. 81c Size 69c I
SILVER DUST _ _ Reg. 81c Size 69c a
V li

11111=1111111111•111111111111111111•11111

303 Can 10c

BADGER

C S. CORN

11V41
o _tijar
itpr
With The Purchase of

f4/

_ 300 Can 10c

YELLOW

Coupon Expires July 13

co

COKE • R.C,• luP • Dr. Peppe

303 Can 10c

AMERICAN MIXED

VEGETABLES.

300 Can 10c

AMERICAN PEAS &

CARROTS

Pair Natt.
,
'
•

300 Can 10c

RADIR CUT

Nylon Hose

F,az.,

9 ct,
.•;•

6'iEEm

f

PINEAPPLE _ _

I

VIENNAS

P0 t_LO

SAUCE

One Pkg. Sunset Gold
N

49c
oupon Expires July 13

‘1-(5-6-17-YNi
\
>
0N
C 0 Li
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0

BONELLES

PIE FILLING

SPAGHETTI _

STARKIST

300 Can 10c

FRESH CROWDER

PEAS .

300 Can 10c
_ Big 21-2 Can 10c

OLIVES

44W614
c

TEA BAGS

MISS LIB

100ct Pkg. 89c

KELLEYS

10 oz. Can 49c

BEEF STEW

24 oz. Can 49c

ROSEDALE

1 Lb. Bag 49c

PEARS

DETEI
KRAFT

MAYO:
KING 11111

3 1-2 Can $1.00

SALMI

11'211 Can 10c

PIMENTOS

6 - 303 Michigan Made

SARDINES

6 - 303 Cans $1.00

In Oil Flat 10c

-111ARSHINO

Coupon Expires July 13

ON

2 oz. Jar 10c

MAINE

Pie Cherries

CHERRIES

3 1-2 Jar 10c

+4

PEPSODENT TOOTHPASTE

With The Purchase of

1

12 Jars Gerbers

Baby Food
At Our Reg. Price
Coupon Expires July 13

4

COO P

,JOWEL B kCON

GREEN

With The Purchase of
One Giant Reg. Sic Size

Fab or Rinso
Only 69c
Coupon Expires July 13

cot,

VArta

ee.

!ti nr)

Coupon Expires July 13
/'
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CAKE MIX

GREEg

N

18 oz. Jar 4k

3 Pkg. of Pillsbury

50
itf.(6/-ii.sTA

OPEN ALL DAY JUL'

One 3 Lb. Pkg. Sliced

f'j T 1-N

7NcC 0

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES

A

Wi.h The Purchase Of

50
jr9igTA

Reg.83c Size 69c

GRIFFIN'S

N
mow"Ali

vOta

C

..STAMPS

3 Cans $1.00

FAB __.

300 Can 10c

CO UPON

GREEN

__ Reg. 30c Size 19c

3 1-2 Jar 16,-;

wriv4

50

FOOD

SUNSHINE

coo

too (24t/ta.

TUNA FISH _ _
POTATO CHIPS

SHAMPOO _
PLYMOUTH

TWIN THIN

PON)
With The Purchase of

62EEAI
1 14.STAMPS
J.

GREEN

3 No.2 Can $1.00

BAR-B-11UE PORK

2 Lb. Can 99c

LUSTER CREME

KELLEYS

STICKS

50

50
4:91,s7AMPS

(PEACH CHERRY APPLE)

13 EGG A

U

vArla

(dft. ifiettia,

TOOTH PASTE Reg. 88c Size 69c
THANK YOU

&-SANBORN
COFFEE

TKOBYS POTA:ro

Coupon Expires July 13

41\ COU

4

'

49c

GOLGATE

STUFF

Strawberry Pre.

6REcli
TAMPS

300 Can 10c

GREENS

24 oz. Griffins

24 Oz.

BEANS

TURNIP

With The Purchase of

'''(
)/ 11
•- ^ I

Reg. 25c Size 10c

SHOW BOAT KIDNEY

Potato Chips

titAVAEV/
pg

Reg. Can 10c

WARCHESTERSHIRE

With The Purchaw of

50

0
0;4

Buff Can 10c

RED BIRD

EC
.141
•Vr 4

an,.mtita,

303 Can 10c

TIBITS

Coupon Expires JulY 13
)

rA

GREEN BEANS

Pair 59c

*f

<s.

RED BE

303 Can 10c

—

3 Pkg.

(oupon
MPS'
X

o;

MOO

Expires July 13

T.
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203 SO BROADWAY SO. FULTON, MIN.

PRICES GOOD THRU SATURD.
STORE' HOURS 8 AM TILL 9 PM 7
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
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EE

tXU

GREEN

STAMPS

EVE ON YOUR TOTAL PURCHASE. CLIP AND S-A-V-E PIGGLY WIGGLY WILL GIVE YOU TWO
13th.WHAT YOU DON'T USE THIS WEEK S-A-V-E THEM AM USE NEXT WEEK.

COUPON
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figiSta,

A4.46

MON00:41.6

With The Purchase of

50

RED BIRD
25 Lb.
Bag

$1149
Size 69c I iiiifiscoFFEE
6 oz. Jar 69c
VALLEY BROOK
Size 69c
CHEESE SPREAD ____ 2 Lb. Box 59c

PLYMOUTH

COFFEE

2 Lb. Bag 99c

HUMTY DUMTY

SALMON

1 Lb. Can 49c

SWIFTS CHOICE

Grd Beef _
. 3 Lb.Pkg.$1.45
64E
- Eli
13
aTA/APP "upon Endres July
4.
'411" _
t

„l

MMINIVIr

ROUND
STEAK
LB. 59c
Fill Your Freezer Al This Price
Goverment Inspected Golden Rod

X .)‹
With The Purchase of
4 - 2 1-2

50

Yellow Bow
Peaches 4-$1.0O

J.V.STAMPO
6REEII

Coupon Expires July 13

0N

el4if

;

With The Purchase of

50

6 Cans Hi Note

TUNA
6 Cans $1.00

1REEN
G
STAMPS'
4,

Coupon Expires July 13

FRYERS
WIT VA

WHOLE 9q
LB. L.LC

)
5%

PURCHAS E
OR MORE

13 EGG ANGEL

1. Can 99c

SWIFTS

FOOD CAKE

Reg. 59c Size 39c

ICE CREAM

1-2 Gal. Crt. 69c

OZ PEANUT

Size 19c

FAB

Reg. 81c Size 69c

MISS LIB PINK

Pkg. 89c

. Can 49c

DETERGENT

Giant Pkg. 59c

3 Lb. Jar 99c

at. Jar

MAYONNAISE

MUSHROOMS

2 oz. Can 15c

SWIFTS

49c

KING BIRD PINK

Can $1.00

BUTTER
KEYSTONE P & S

KRAFT

PREM

12 oz. Can 39c

ARMOURS

SALMON

16 oz. Can 59c

CORN
6 303 Cans $1.00

TREET

12 oz. Can 39c

Coupon Expires July 13

Snowdrift
3 lb. can 19c
With $5.00 Purchase Gets Drinks Too
With $10.00 Purchase or More.

With The Purchase of
any

Beef Roast
°upon 1.‘1)ire, Jul) 13

flAtitlhe
•;

TI P

pen all Day
4th JULY

Dog Fct?1
T

13:96

GREEN

( cuo011

c° uPoi -4
il/Xotitac

With The Purchase Of
4 - 3410 Cans Kellogs

FRIDGID DOUGH CHICKEN

POT PIES

6 For $1.00

4.9t
s•
,ST4MP
GREEN

PEN ALL DAY JULY 4th

(11,111noti
1640
11-1(11

30 Lb. Average 79c

p.

STRIPE TOOTHPASTE

Reg. 83c Size 69c

Coupon Expires July 13

LJ
With The Purchase of
5 Cans Tropic Crush

1141L

Just come in and

124/441

'4?.4i4,41146,thl

Any 6 Light

'
11

With the Purchase Of
4 Cans Swifts

GREEN

STAMPS'

!
... atPiggly WINN
rester!

Q

TAMALES
4 Cans
$1.00

Coupon Expires July 13

FREE!SilverDollarS

)OD THRU SATURDAY, JULY 6th
RS 8 AM TILL 9 PM 7 DAYS
SERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

VX,Ptik

Pineapple
5 - 303 Cans $1.00

Don* forget.

tti , 1;1 att,.

CHILI & BEANS
4 300 Cans $1.00

CHARLESTON GREY

WATERMELONS
41

.

7A Pg

Coupon Expires July 13

With The Purchase of
3 46 oz. Cans of CUR(

Orange Drink
3-46 ot. Cans $1.00
GREEN
AWSTAIMPI Coupon Exlires July 13

PLENTY OF F-B-E-E PARKING SPACE
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Plan Now For Fall Seeding
The best pasture authorities in
the country advocate summer fallowing of land in order to obtain
the best results. In fact, most of
them agree that it always pays to
keep land worked during the
siumner prior to fall seeding regardless of whether you plan a
permanent pasture mixture, red
clover, or alfalfa. In addition to
proper land preparation for the
new crop, summer fallowing is
actually the cultivation of the
pasture. Since pasture and hay
crops cannot be plowed or harrowed as we would other row
crops, pastures have to be cultivated before they are seeded. This
keeps many of the noxious weeds
and undesirable grasses to a minimum.
Testing soil for the new crop is
a must in order to know how
much plant food the seeding
should receive. Research authorities now recommend more than
ever maximum amounts of nutrients in order to yield more per
acre per dollar invested. A fair
return is becoming increasingly
important as the difference between cost of production and income continue to narrow. Improved varieties of hay and pasture
grasses and legumes are creating

much Interest throughout the area.
It is very important to know your
seed source and read the tag on the
bag. It tells you one of the most
interesting and true stories of
your planting season.
The A. S. C. offices are encouraging the use of agricultural limestone and other plant food well
before seeding. It goes without
saying that a very high quality
agricultural limestone must be
used in order to receive fast results. In seeding legumes such as
alfalfa, applications of agricultural limestone should be made well
in advance of the seeding. If this
cannot be done, then an application of finely ground or powdered lime should be used according
to the result of the soil test and
the amount of agricultural limestone to be used for the initial application.
"NOW is the time to start on the
fall seeding plan for pasture and
hay. A well planned pasture program is expensive and should be
given much thought and consideration. Of course, moisture is vital
for any successful pasture yield.
We are not always sure that we
will have all the moisture needed
in the fall and some farmers can
use irrigation, others who have no
irrigation equipment will have to
wait for a season. This is just another problem that goes with
farming, however, by becoming
more efficient and thrifty, the
American farmer will produce an
abundance of food and fiber. This
is one of the greatest contributing factors to our tremendously
high standard of living.
DENTAL-RISK PLANS GROW
Washington,—More than a million people in this ceuritry are
now covered by some type of prepaid dental care plan, the Public
Health Service, reported.

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 11 Years

* Large Display •
* Well Lighted At Night •
* Open Sunday Afternoons •
Fulton
Call 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Greenfield
AD 5-2293

ONION COUNTY
FARM NEWS

No Furniture,
Lots Of Spirit
In Moonshiner

A total of 863 Obion County
farmers volunteered to become
partners with Uncle Sam last year
New York—Police said James
in conservation work on their Kelly was so busy making bootleg
farms, according to Narvel Seals whisky, he didn't even have time
of the Agricultural Stabilization to sit down.
and Conservation office.
In fact he couldn't, police said
"That's the number of farms —unless he sat on the floor. Bethat took part in the Agricultural cause when officers raided a twoConservation Program (ACP)," story home in Baisley
Park,
he said.'We don't know the num- Queens, and charged the 39-yearber of practices actually completed old Brooklyn man with operating
yet."
a 300-gallon still there, they
Preliminary reports on the 1962 didn't find one stick of furniture
ACP show that 863 farmers in this not even a chair.
But they found 14 barrels of
county will receive $109,512 in
federal cost-shares for conserva- mash in one upstairs bedroom,
tion work on the farm. Much of the huge still in another bedroom,
this money has'already been put and pipes leading froth that to
into circulation in establishing con- barrels in the cellar where jars
servation practices on the farm. filled with 99-proof whisky were
The ASC county committee stored.
processed 1,585 purchase orders
totaling $93,008.13.
"These payments are made to Support -Dollars For Scholars"
vendors—folks who sell trees and
A TROPHY honoring the Blue Ribbon Farm Family of Kentucky will be presented
grass seed, or contractors who sell
bulldozing, land
services like
during the 1963 Kentucky State Fair by the Louisville Chamber of Commerce,
leveling, earth moving. So this
which sponsored the contest last year. The award will go to the Kentucky farm
money directly boosts out local
family which collectively has won the most blue ribbons in county fairs, state fairs,
economy," Mr. Seals said.
horse shows and other agricultural events between Sept. 1, 1962 and Sept. 1, 1963.
Mr. Seals also pointed out that
the government share is only part
Entries must be received at the Chamber, 300 West liberty, Louisville, by Sept.
of the total cost. The farmer also
3. Write the Chamber for entry blanks and rules. In the photo, Chamber Execustands part of the cost, putting
tive Vice-President Kenneth P. Vinsel presents the 1962 trophy to the Robert
up cash, labor, materials or equipWade family, Route 5, Cynthiana. From left are daughters Carolyn and Rita, Mrs.
ment.
"Next time you're out for a
Wade and Mr. Wade.
drive," Mr. Seals suggested, "look
around at some of the fine conbe in effect for the 1964 crop.
servation work being done in our
The final percentage in favor of
county. You're a partner in these
the quota program was about the
projects. You benefit from addisame as the preliminary announctional income in the county and
ed on May 22 which showed 47.9
from the assurance that our counpercent favoring quotas.
ty resources of soil, water and
A comparison of early returns
woodlands are being cared for
in
final
percentage
figures
and
and improved — which
means
Fulton county show smaller "yes'!
The Fulton County ASCS Of- plenty of goad nutritious food
Chairman Roy Bard of the vote, etc.
fice today issued a statement on and warm clothing are going to be
and
Mr. Bard also revealed that 3
Agricultural Stabilization
the 1964 wheat program. Roy available for us all."
Conservation Committee this week ballots in the county were chalBard, Chairman of the Fulton
announced final results of the lenged by the referendum com- County Agricultural Stabilization
May 21, referendum on marketing mitteemen in charge of county
and Conservation Committee, said
Sceptre Room Weothermoker
quotas for the 1964 wheat crop. polling places. Of this number, no
many wheat farmers have been
A total of 1,222,856 wheat pro- ballots were disallowed because
asking questions about the '64
ducers voted in the referendum. the voter failed to established an
program. This statement is inNationally, 47.8 percent favored interest in the wheat crop (or for
tended to clear up those quesmarketing quotas. This compared other reason you may know
tions.
• 14" slim from front to back
with a total vote of (400) in Ful- about).
Three important facts are pointton County and a 'yes" vote of
Nationally a total of 12,740 bal•4-way airflow control
53.7 percent, the chairman said. lots were disallowed. This propor- ed out.
• Weather Armor casing
First, price support will be
tion of disallowed ballots comBristol, Conn. The sign on the
Since marketing quotas were pares favorably with previous available to producers who plant
• Two-speed fan
not approved by the necessary referendums, Mr. Bard said. He within the farm acreage allot- student exhibit explained that
• 6600 to 10,500 BTUs
two-thirds of the farmers voting cited the 1963-crop quota referen- ments established for the 1964 Jose, a white mouse, was being
•
Four 115-volt modelsin the referendum, quotas will not dum held in August of last year crop. All wheat producers in the used in a diet experiment.
7.8 or 12 amp
Each day, the mouse was being
when 3,113 ballots were disallowed county received their '64 wheat al- fed less vitamins.
• 208 or 230-volt models
lotment notices prior to the May
out of a total vote of 247,508.
Yet, to the surprise of the EastChairman Bard said that the 21 referendum on wheat market- ern High School students, the
FROM $
current situation on wheat is that ing quotas.
mouse kept gaining weight.
Second, the national average
price-support on the 1964 crop will
The answer came when Jose's
EU r..3NEY DOWN
be available to producers who support price will be 50 percent name was change to Josephine,
stay within their allotments. The of parity as of July 1, 1964. Fifty mother of a litter of mice. Mom
national average price support percent of parity today is about and her babies have joined the
rate will be set at 50 percent of $1.25.
exhibit. The sign has been reJuly 1, 1964 parity. At current
Third, there will be no market- moved.
parity, that rate would be $1.25 a ing quota penalties for planting
306 Main St.
bushel.
in excess of acreage allotments.
friformaraarx •'TM
There will be no penalties on
Farmers and others who wish Support "Dollars For Scholars"
marketings from overplanted al- more information about the 1964
lotments. Wheat producers were wheat program are invited to
L. C. (DOC) ADAMS
4...:f...
notified of their 1964 wheat allot- come to the ASCS office in Hick'
W
,
r
WINO
man, Kentucky.
ments prior to the referendum.
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Wedding Announcements

CUBA DOOMS 2 THIEVES
Havana — Two petty thieves
were sentenced to death for using
minors in two attempted robberies,
the Communist newspaper Hoy
said. Four others were sentenced
to prison terms of from 20 to 30
years.

FINANCIAL TALKS SET
London,—Malayan Deputy Premier Tun Abdul Razak arrived
here for talks with British and
Singapore officials on financial
arrangements for the proposed
Malaysia Federation.
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For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulton

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOlt YOUR

OFFICE PHONE 5

65.

$OS MAIN STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY

55.1

49.1

Luxurious new lodges and dining rooms•••

32.!

comfortable housekeeping cottages •••

29.!

all yours to enjoy at Kentucky State Parks ••

The Nation's Finest
State Park System

BEHIND THIS CREST
YOU'LL FIND
•
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ET. TOURIST AND TRAVEL DIVISION
Capitol Annex Building,
Frankfort, Kentucky
Please send me your FREE color literature on Kentucky.
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a memorable family vacation.
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KASNOW'S JULY CLEARANCE SALE!
STARTS TODAY FRIDAY
REDUCTIONS ON ALL SUMNER WEARING APPAREL
AND SHOES
•PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Charles Lowe

The many friends and old
neighbors of Horace Davidson
are sorry to hear of his death on
Sunday morning. We extend
sympathy to his wife and all his
family. Also, sympathy L extend-

ed to the Calvin Evans family.
Mrs. Bud Stem went to Memphis Friday to visit her husband,
who has been a patient in the
West Tennessee Hospital for nine
weeks. When Mrs. Stem got to the
hospital, he was packing his
clothes to come home. He is greatly improved and able to be up
some.

entertain some friends. One day
last week Mrs. Virginia Hay, Mrs.
Edd Hay, Mrs. Bob DeMyer and
Miss Roberta DeMyer enjoyed a
bountiful noonday meal with her;
on Saturday her sister, Mrs. Wallace Ashby, spent the day, and
Mrs. Pierce spent one day with
her parents, M . and Mrs. Lon
Green.

here.
Mrs. William Long and mother,•
Mrs. Mildred Freeman, spent
Thursday in Paducah, visiting
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe and
family visited Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Copeland in Mayfield on Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Ernest Roach of
Mrs. Christine Pierce is on vaDan Raymond, of N
Alam
ville,
o, Tenn., spent Sunday with
is
cation and getting to visit and spending
a week with relatives his brother, Mancil Roac
h, and
Mrs. Roach.

Semi-Annual Statement

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVING & LOAN ASSOCIATION
214 Main Street
Phone 37
Fulton, Kentucky
June 30, 1963
-ASSETSFirst Mortgage Loans
$ 2,290,695.58
Pass Book Loans
6,250.00
F. H. A. Loans
47,764.31
U. S. Gov't. Bonds
499,400.00
Other Bonds
124,843.75
Stock in Fed. H. L. Bank..
21,300.00
Deferred Charges
2,612.92
Furniture & Fixtures
3,119,67
Prepayment FSLIC
19,990.60
Cash on Hand & in Banks ..
154,573.05

-LIABILITIESSavings Account
Investment Accounts
Other Liabilities
Deferred Credits
Advance Taxes & Ins
Federal Ins. Reserve
Reserve for Taxes .
Undivided Profits

$ 2,158,878.81
828,770.00
232.70
6,025.96
13,050.52
110,392.29
2,129.40
51,070.21

nokw

$ 3,170,549.88

$ 3,170,549.88

1111111111

sDe
rs

1
.

The above statement .is true and
correct to the best of my knowledge and belie
f
J. E. FALL., JR., Secretary-Treasurer.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
a Notary Public by J. E. Fall, Jr., June
30,
1963.
H. H. MURPHY, Notary Public.
My Commission expires June 18, 1967.

Clearance Sale
SPRING AND SUMMER MERCHANDISE

IRBY'S FASHION SHOP
307 Main Street

Fulton. Ky.

Beginning Friday for One Week Only. Sale
ends July 12

18 Knitted Suits
79.95 - 54.95
69.95 - 45.00
65.00 - 42_95
59.95 - 39.95
55.00 - 35.00
49.95 - 32.95
32.95 - 26.95
29.95 - 24_95

Dresses
55.00 - 42.95
49.95 - 39.95
45.00 - 37.95
42.95 - 35.00
39.95 - 29_95
35.00 - 29.95
32.95 - 22.95
29.95 - 22.95
24.95 - 19.95
22.95 - 18 95
19.95 - 16.95
17.95 - 14.95
14.95 - 11.95
12.95 - 9.95
10.95 - 8_95
8.95 - 6.95

A beef cattle field day sponsored by the Kentucky Lake Angus
Association will be held on July
6 at the Charles Moon Angus
Farm near Fulton, Kentucky.
Highlight of the interesting program will be a demonstration of
the use of ultrasonics in predictng the amount of fat and lean in
a live animal. Dr. Nelson Gay of
the University of Kentucky, Lex• DUKEDOM RT. 2
ington, will use a sonosccrpe maMrs. 0. V. Taylor
chine to demonstrate the process.
Everyone interes'. 1 in better
Summer time is here again, the
temperature reading yesterday beef cattle is welcome.
was in the 90's.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
and Mrs. Mary Hendericks visited
GIRLIE SHOWS BANNED
in the Louis Jones home Tuesday
Lima, Peru,-Lima's new woof last week.
man
Mayor has outlawed the stripMiss Constance Jones is a guest
of the Vestal Coltharp, this week tease and girlie shows that have
.
Miss Jones has been in North flourished for years in the city's
nightclubs. Her decree said show
Carolina several months.
s
that
feature nudes or scantily clad
Mr. and Mrs. Herbie Ruddle
visited Mr. and Mrs. Weaver women are "contrary to good moThacker, near Wingo, Friday rals."
night.
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visited Miss
Constance Jones in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Vestal Coltharp
Thursday.
Mrs. Will French is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Laird, in Indiana
this week.
Brother and Mrs. Stone were
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A.
A. McGuire Wednesday night
and
attended
prayer
meeting at
Dukedom.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Sisk and
Vicki have returned to their home
in Wyandotte, Mich., after visiting here several days.
Mrs. Edna Waggoner is home
from the Methodist Hospital
in
Memphis, where she has been
a
patient about tw-, weeks. She
is
doing nicely.
Mrs. Oliver Taylor was the Friday evening guest of Mrs.
Ora
McGuire and Mrs. Mary Hendricks.
Mrs. Bernice McClain, of Detroit, is visiting her siste
r, Mrs.
Laura Matthews, at this time.
The revival meeting start
ed
Sunday at the Bethlehem Methodist Church near Pilot Oak.
Bro.
L. R. Shanklin is the evang
elist
and Bro. Norman Crittenden
is
pastor. Come out and hear
some
good preaching. Services each
evening, song service starting
at
7:45.

AIR CONDITIONED

F L'TCIN
Open 6:45-Phone 12

79.95 - 54.95
69.95 - 45.00
-CO - FEATURE-

55.00 - 35.00
49.95 - 32.95
42.95 - 29.95

DON'T FAIL TO SEE OUR TABLE
OF MISCELLANEOUS
B-A-R-G-A-I-N-SII

ALL HATS, $3 and $5
1-group Nelly Don Wrap dressesreduced to $5.
(Sizes S, M, L)

Robes, Blouses, Hags and one group of Jewelry Reduced!

THAT'S RIGHT-

NO BITE!

MELLOW-MASH YELLOWSTONE

$1.55 PINTN
1/2T

YELLOWSTONE
The Greatest American Whiskey
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON. ALSO 100 PROOF
BOTTLED.
IN BOND. YELLOWSTONE 01ST., LOUISVILLE-OWE
NSBORO KY.

All Ladies Dresses . . .up to 25% OFF
All Children's Dresses . . up to 25% OFF
All Ladies and Children's Hats up to 50% OFF

85.00 - 52.95

32.95 - 22.95

The Fulton News, Wednesday, July
3, 1963

STARTS SATURDAY, JULY 6

Spring Suits, Coats

39.95 - 29.95
35.00 - 25.00

Page 7

JULY
CLE RAMA
SALE

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE!

59.95 - 39.95

Kentucky Lake Angus
Sponsors Field Day

Summer Shoes for Women and Children
up to 30% OFF
All Ladies Skirts . . . .up to 25% OFF

SUNDAY & M

IT'S THE FARINA' Pin
COUNTRY SIVA

Mens wool and dacron -wash 'n Wear slacks
Sizes 28 - 42, Reg $6.95. . . . Now $5.88
Mens Dress Straw
Hats Reg $2.99 $2.00

Reg $1.99
Reg$3.99

. $1.59
$3.00

1)(Itio n(11Scores
LAKE STREET

FULTON.KY.

111

DEATHS
G. Thomas Sams

Linda Sue Basford
Linda Sue Basford, 13, daughter of Mr.— and Mrs. Houston
Basford, who live just north of
Pilot Oak, cited in the Plymouth
Training School Hospital at Plymouth, Michigan, early Wednesday, July 3.
In addition to her parents, she
is survived by a sister.
Funeral services will be in
charge of Jackson's Brothers; however, at the time this issue goes
to press on Wednesday arrangements are incomplete.
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George Thomas Sams, retired
farmer, died Saturday night, June
29, in Parkview Manor. He was
83 years of age.
Funeral services were held July
1 in Whitnel Funeral Home. Rev.
n
Paul Jones, assisted by Rev. Glen
inter
and
iated
offic
Kapperman,
ment was in Union Cemetery.
in
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Horace Luten Davidson, 55, died Mills, Mrs. John Hancock and
June 30 in the Fulton Hospital, baby, Fulton; Roscoe Shanklin,
after a long illness. He was an Dresden, Mrs. Willie Parker, Delemployee of the Ashland Oil bert Clark, Dukedom.
Company.
Funeral services were held July
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Mr. Davidson is survived by his Winfrey, South Fulton; Mrs. Jame
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widow, Mrs. Irene Phillips David- Haygood, Route 4, Fulton;
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as I see it. Of course they live in
a goldfish bowl. Perhaps they are
not entitled to private lives, it
seems. But what little they do
have shouldn't be seized upon for
trash-selling.
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Funeral services for Beecher
Orn Finch were held on July 1 in
the Oak Grove Church of Christ,
with Boone Douthitt officiating.
Burial was in the church cemetery, with Hornbeak Funeral
Home in charge.
Mr. Finch, a South Fulton teacher, died June 30 in Jones Hospital, after an extended illness.
HeIs survived by his wife, Mrs.
Bessie Shuler Finch; five daughters, Mrs. Margaret Ann Gibbs
of Knoxville, Misses Margaret
Ruth, Fairra, Donna Gail and Betty Carol Finch; a son, David
Finch; also one granddaughter,
one sister and one brother.
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Graveside services were held
a
Wednesday, July 3, in Mt. Mon
for
ty,
Coun
ley
Cemetery in Weak
Kathy Sue Mills, still-born daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Mills.
Hornbeak Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements.
In addition to the parents, survivors include six brothers and
grandmother,
sisters; paternal
maternal
and
,
Mills
l
Mrs. Ethe
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Gardner.
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SEMI- BONELESS

1

HAMS
59c

Whole or Hall
With No
Slices Removed
Jane Parker

Murray Enrollment Is
1752 For Summer Study

APPLE PIE

Enrollment at Murray State
ion
College for the Summer Sess
regiser,
Hunt
ld
Dona
Dr.
,
1752
is
150
trar, has announced. Some
enmore persons are expected to
h
roll for the short session whic
will begin Aug. 12.
The enrollment is a record for
a summer session, the previous
Last
high being 1676 in 1961.
summer's enrollment was 1571.

(Save 16c)

Each 39c
Jane Parker - Fresh, Crisp

POTATO CHIPS
(Twin Pack)

Buy A Band Uniform!

1 - Lb.Box 59c

SPECIAL

Suliana

SALAD DRESSING
01. Jar 35c

FOURTH OF JULY
Mel - o - Bit

STOCK CAR
RACING

American or Pimento (Save 10c)

.
Al Memorial Fairground, Mayfield, Ky
Thursday night at 7:30 o'clock

A & P 100% Pure

SLICED CHEESE

HAMS
LUNCH MEAT
WIENERS
- CORNISH HENS

Hi —

DrinkOrange

88c

346 oz. Cans

BANAlNb.A1S0c
Florida

LIMES
Doz. 29c

16 oz. Cans

4 Cans 55c

RU SATURDAY, JULY 6
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE TH

INSTANT COFFEE

SPILLS
THRILLS
CHILLS

8Lb. Can $4.89
8-oz.Pkg. 29c
2 Lb.Pkg. 89c_
20 oz.Ea 59c

4 Lb.
$2.89
6 Varieties
Super Bight
1. Lb.
Super Bight
49c
All Meat Skinless
IUn.sSpe.cDie.dA.
Lb. 47c
- Grape - Fruit Punch

Southern Star
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c
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CRACKE

Lb. 4k

(Save 10c)

10-oz. Jar 99c

None Sold
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AU APPLE SAUCE

Also stock car racing every Saturday
night during the summer.

FIC TEA COMPANT, MC
VIE GREAT ATLANTIC R PACI

A&P GRAPE JUICE
24 - oz. Bottle

Virgil Reams, Manager
Mayfield, Kentucky
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Leon Fields, Mrs. J. W. Elledge,
Guy Tucker, Mrs. Stella Ellis,
Fulton; Glynn Byrd, Ruth Cunningham, W. D. Inman, Mrs. S. J.
Walker, Morgan Davidson, Route
1, Fulton; Mrs. A. G. Campbell,
Mrs. Lucy
Route 4, Fulton;
Blewett, Mayfield; Frank Poole,
Columbus; Mrs. Edgar Rhodes,
Dukedom; Mrs. Carl Stroud, Mrs.
Howell, Crutchfield;
Thurman
Jim Gore, Route 1, Wingo; Miss
Elva Ward, Mrs. Leon Johnson,
Route 1, Clinton; Mrs. Chas. Pollard, Water Valley; Thomas E.
Cole, Route 2, Water Valley.

Kathy Sue Mills
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H. L. Davidson

Beecher Finch
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match when the spring was flip- alighted at Clinton or Rock the pigeon-holes used for mail
The Fulton News, Wednesday, July 3, 1963
ped. It was patented in U. S. in Springs.
may still be seen in the backroom.. • AUSTIN SPRINGS
1917 and in Canada in 1918, and
By Pass. Carey Triads
Because of the fact that Little
As I have already mc ticrned,
time to the design of coats of
County and was instrume-'al in also in Germany. It was a fore- Bayou de Chien empties into Big Highway No. 239 divides the old
arms and flags for Yale's colleges
lighter.
Mr.
preserving for posterity much of runner of the fluid
Bayou de Chien, nearby, parts of cemetery where markers date
and schools.
Mrs. Edith Hayes continues to
the history of all that area.
Deweese still lives at his farm the town were often flooded dur- back to 1800. It is between the
improve at her home near here,
Dr. Wat Haynes was the first about two miles from Moscow.
ing heavy rains, water frequently grocery and the first bridge to the
since her dismissal from the Bapdoctor to practice in Moscow and
The father of Jay H. Deweese covering the first floor of the north.
tist Hospital in Memphis two
is buried on the west side of the operated a wheat thresher in the business houses.
About fifteen houses still stand weeks ago, where she underwent
highway in the old cemetery.
early days and employed a numW. T. Allen went into the lum- In the town, nearly 1-8 mile off several weeks treatment.
Business places, around the ber of the MOSCOW residents for ber business
with Louie Wald- the highway. Some have burned,
Leta of good used sets
Mrs. Mary Dunn has returned
turn of the century, in addition the work.
New Haven, Conn.—Is knightsmith in 1928. He once owned the some have fallen into decay, and
Clinic
in
Fulton,
afto
the
Jones
to those already mentioned, inhood flowering at Yale?
Moscow once had the best Roll- J. T. Little farm and the home the hotel was torn down and
New Portables
ter being a patient in Western
clude a sawmill, owned and man- er Mill
Perhaps Old Eli helped the rein West Kentuok-y, with which burned in 1951. However, moved to Cayce. Much of the land
Hospital
in
Paducah.
Mrs.
Baptist
aged by R. L. Scearce, two drug
vival movement with the apCharles Worthe as properietor, as- at the tune of the fire it was the once occupied by homes and
Dunn fell at her home in Duke- pointment of
stores operated by H. B. Ferguson sisted by
a "pursuivant of
his son-in-law, Wesley property of Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. business houses is now overgrown dom and sustained a broken
hip arms"—or master of heraldry.
and Charles B. Morris, a furniture
Burnette. It
was twenty-four Glidewell. They have replaced it with weeds and saplings. Approxand
still
remains
in
a
cast,
but
and undertaking establishment in
The title was bestowed on Thehours a day, six days a week and with a nifty, ranch-type, brick imately 50 people Live there, now. many friends will be glad to
charge of W. B. Atherton, a livery
shipped grain and feed down the residence near the site of the old Some of the old family names know she has made progress suf- odore Sizer, a retired professor of
stable, a tannery, owned by Willis
the history of art.
"WE SERVICE ALL MARES"
Mississippi River, as well as to house. They also own the land still seen on the mail boxes are
ficient to be moved near her home
White and Merritt Stephenson
Sizer, an imposing white-haired
Phone 211
WO Walnut
Hickman and Clinton. It was a East of the highway where part Morris, Mahan, Goodrum, Camp- and relatives.
(later by Conrad Huss), several
man, has devoted considerable
bell, Staley, Forsythe, and Bragg,
genuine tragedy when the mill of the old cemetery is located.
barber shops, Lee Rogers' grocery,
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Mathis and
burned in 1911. It seemed to set
It is said that in its heyday of as well as newer ones such as: children of Akron, Ohio,
and Kimbro and Youree General
arrived
Gibson,
Snow,
Crider,
Hutcherson,
in
a
general
decline
pace for
business it was hard to find a
Store west of the railroad.
Sunday to spend their vacation
Reilly
and
Bostick.
business.
place in Moscow to hitch a horse
After the death of Charles B.
The Mobile and Ohio R. R. is with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. T. J. Crostic of St. Louis, on Saturd:
The problem was
Morris his drug store was purchMissouri, remembers that it was something like that of finding a still used for freight but passenger Dave Mathis of this village.
ased by Jay H. Deweese, who
Get-well wishes are extended to
service has for some time been a
said that more wheat and corn parking place for a car, today.
converted it to groceries and sold
Mrs.
Mae Byars, popular operator
matter of history. When the peowere shipped from Moscow than
The elementary school of Mossuch medicine as was permissible.
ple of Moscow Precinct voted in of the Dukedom Telephone Compoint on the Mofrom
any
other
cow was moved in 1949 and the
Dr. Weweese's greatest achieveP. T. Allen's grocery November pany, who is a patient in Hillview
bile and Ohio Railroad.
children transported by bus to
ment was the invention and pat6, 1962 they marked another Hospital. All her friends are most
Mr. W. A. Campbell, deceased, Clinton.
enting of a pocket match-box
milestone. They voted at Clinton, anxious for a soon complete rerecalled that one day in 1893 he
The Post-Office was established
which automatically ignited a
using a voting machine for the covery.
counted 124 wagons loaded with at Moscow
January 13, 1829 with Election in May, 1963.
Rev. James Holt filled his reguwheat, waiting for an empty
Howard Cassity as the first postWe must conclude that this, like lar appointment at New Salem
freight to come in. Turkeys were master. After many
changes of other ghost-towns, is a martyr to Baptist Church the past Sunday.
raised in the area by the thous- location and
personnel, the patProgress and hope that a better Sunday School opened at 10 a. m.,
ands and driven on foot to be rons began
receiving their mail
one will rise from its ashes. How- with Mr. Howard Harris Superin207 Commercial
dressed
for
Phone 58 loaded on cars or
on Route No. 4, Clinton, Kenever we fear that some of the tendent. It was announced that
shipment. Mr. Lee Rogers said he tucky.
and on next Sunday, July 7, Rev.
—Slip Covers; seat covers
courtesy
old - fashioned
often had as many as 350 dressed
On September 10, 1926 Irene
with Douglass Nash will fill the pulpit
—Upholstering (all kinds:
friendliness from those
turkeys waiting transportation to Roach
became postmistress. She
modern and antique
whom we talked, may be lost in and 'tis also Youth Day, when
Chicago. Rabbits, furs, etc. were changed her
name by marriage to
—Draperies
the transition to an age of a more the young people will take charge
brought for miles to be shipped. Mrs. Irene Goodrum on
April 2,
of all _offices and teach Sunday
—Awnings, tarpaulins
rapid tempo.
Dr. John Mahan was a practic- 1927, and
remained in charge of
Foot-note: Besides the people School. Your attendance is urged
ing physician in the community the mail until the Post-Office
JAMES HAZELWOO!) for fifty years. He died in 1939. was
mentioned here, we are indebted by Pastor Holt and Sunday School
discontinued February 15;
for information to Mr. and Mrs. Superintendent Harris.
His daughter, Mrs. John Morris 1955.
UAL KILLEBREW
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Frields and
Lon Brown, Mr. and Mrs. J. 0.
and her husband have re-modeled
Around 1900, according to the
Lewis, Mrs. E. E. Pittman, Mrs. son, Mike, of Los Angeles, arrivand re-decorated his century-old best sources available,
there were Willie Hall, Miss Jenny Rogers, ed Tuesday on
house. The wood-work found about 600
vacation here
people in Moscow. Messrs. Tam Arrington, Jake with parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawonly in that period of history, is There is
no record of how it got
Smith, Tom Mahan and Fred rence McClain and Mrs. Ed
beautiful.
its name but it is supposed to be
Frields. They were accompanied
Brock, Jr.
informaAlong with the other
of Indian origin.
by Misses Sue and Faye McClain,
tion obtained from Mr. Lee RogWhile business was good in each
who have visited on the west
ers, he says there was once a of the
general stores, J. T. Little
coast
muxittio5mvnosv
for several weeks. They renear
town
at
a
place
race-track
NEWS
FOR BUSINESS
• CAYCE
and Son had the widest variety o
port a nice visit while away.
called "The Bottons". Regular
Bondurant
Clarice
merchandise of superior quality
By Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True and
g
The elegant straight bourbon
racing was carried an there but and bought
anything offered for
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Austin
Racing
Commission,
Kentucky
the
COMPLETE 1-STOP SERVICE
sale by the farmers. They were
that's aged twice as long
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Johnson of were visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
which goes back to 1906, has no in business on
the East side of the Los Angeles, Calif., have return- Lowery, Pilot Oak
Road, the past
record of it. Mr. Rogers who is railroad
as a lot of others. Enjoy
for fifty years and it is ed to their home after two months Sunday.
GASOLINE — BATTERIES
has lived there
eighty-four,
said they sold everything from visit with his sister, Mrs. Bessie
extra years of mellowness
seventy-six years and has no
Up at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
OIL — TIRES — WASHING
candy to pianos. One man said he Campbell.
first-hand knowledge of it.
Charlie Vincent, their sons 011ie
at no extra cost.
bought, from them, the only two
GREASING — TIRE REPAIR
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson and and Charles, Jr., have just reLewis Raymer once ran the
buggies he ever owned. A lady Mary Ann spent last week end
boarding-house. When the Pirtles
cently put in a brand new electric
who went there for table linen with Mr. and Mrs. Jack LeVine
were in charge of it, Mrs. Pirtle
well, installing water in their
ROAD SERVICE
said she was surprised at the high of Urbana, T11.
prepared box lunches for the
house. It adds up to other modquality of the material in so small
Butch Smith of Arthur, Ill., is ern conveniences and this is quite
Open 24-Hours A Day; Prom*" railroad workmen. The Mobile a town. They had a
millinery de- visiting his grandparents, Mr. and an asset to
and
Ohio
train
would
stop
to
pick
the community.
Courteous Service; Your Badpartment under the supervision
them up.
Mrs. H. E. Smith, Sr.
Mr.
anti
Mrs.
Johnnie Rickman
of
Mrs.
Fred
Worthe,
Mr.
Little's
ness Appreciated.
StRAIONT BOURBON ,NHINNIv
Mr. Pirtle was also the town
Mrs. Pearl Fisher has returned and sons of Murray, spent Sundaughter. They sold farm machphotographer. Mrs. Forsythe presto her home in Memphis, after a day near here and were dinner
8 YEARS !NO • S6N "NIP
inery and even loaned money to
ided at the telephone switchweek's visit with friends here.
guests
of
their
parents,
Mr.
and
HIRAM EWER & SONS 'NY: 'ERIN
worthy farmers before the elder
J. L. "BILL" GROOMS board. Jim Raymer was a black- Little
Mrs. Archie Cloys of Los Ange- Mrs. Harvey Donoho.
established
the
Bank
of
smith. Burt Kimbro was mail carGROOMS "SUPER - 100"
les, Calif., and Allie B. Cloys of
rier and Leslie Robertson was Moscow September 1, 1904 in an Perry, Fla., have returned to their
"Located at the foot of take
adjoining
building.
nuy A Band Uniform!
depot agent. There was once a
Fred Brock was the first Bank homes, after spending two weeks
Street"
—
natio, Ky. large freight depot near the point
in
Jackson
Ray
Mrs.
Mr.
and
with
where the road turns west, after cashier. While Bill Bond was cash- Fulton and seeing all their old
crossing the railroad. Passengers ier the Bank was liquidated and friends here. It is the first time
its assets moved to the First National Bank of Clinton about they have been here together in
eight years.
1917.
Mrs. Grace Hoodenpyle of near
The
strong Masonic Lodge beCondensed Statement Of The Condition Of
You'll Say they're delicious!
gan to weaken in the second de- Clinton, spent Friday with Mr.
cade of the nineteen-hundreds and Mrs. Charlie Sloan.
Captain and Mrs. Jerry Johnand was consolidated with the
son and daughters are visiting
Hickman Lodge at Clinton.
At present there are two church- his mother, Mrs. Nell Johnson.
es in Moscow. The Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Burnette
Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.
appears well-kept, as does the and Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Irunan
near-by home of the minister, visited with Mrs. Daisie BonduFITLTON, KENTUCKY
Rev. Bill Boyd. The large, rambl- rant and Clarice Sunday aftering
Methodist
Church
is
on
the
noon.
C
opposite side of the road and the
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bondurant
At the Close of Business, June 30, 1963
few members find it difficult to spent Friday night with her sismaintain upkeep and pay the ter, Mrs. Tom Murphy, and Mr.
minister, Rev.-Charles McKenzie, Murphy of near Wingo.
whose time is shared with CoWe are sorry Glenn Covington
RESOURCES
lumbus, Oakton, Zion and Berkis
in the Obion County Hospital
ley.
in Union City. We wish him a
Loans and Discounts
$ 1,599,401.42
There is a dial telephone system
speedy recovery.
with head quarters in Fulton.
McCollum and
Overdrafts
Mrs. Jimmy
786.63
REA power is accessible.
her
Chicago,
visited
baby,
of
The only business of any kind
Banking House, Furniture & Fixtures & Parking Lot
128,944.29
is the P. T. Allen grocery on grand parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
afternoon.
Sunday
Simpson,
the
Highway No. 239. This was
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank
7,500.00
Danny PieTcy is visiting his
last location of the Post Office.
Tenn.
Lexington,
grandfather
in
grocery
and
Mr. Goodrum ran the

MRS. WILLIAMSON—

(conanued /rem page onss)

Is Knighthood
Flowering At
Yale College?

TV SPECIALS
$139.95, up

WOOD 81 PRUITT TV

S. P. MOORE & CO.

WALKER'S
DELUXE

Ammosime.
OPEN

P

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

The City National Bank

•11
,

There's a
mighty good reason*
to insist on

Hiram Walked;

h 68c
n 10c
Ls 47c
Is 89c
ix 19c

Bonds and Securities

U. S. Government Bonds

SEED CLEANING

GIN

WHEAT
FESCUE
BARLEY. . . OATS
•

'Ibnight, enjoy the crystal-dry
gin with the extra quality of
Imported Botanicals—made so
cording to an old English formula— by Hiram Walker, now
In its second century of distilling leadership.

•

Cash and Due From Banks

885,550.57
TOTAL

Capital Stock

120,000.00

Surplus

130,000.00

Undivided Profits

165,364.44_

Unearned Discount

30,758.08

Reserves

32,415.56

We are also prepared to clean your _

7,200.00

Semi-Annual Dividend, No. 122

4,176,175.66

DEPOSITS

CERTIFIED SEED

TOTAL

PINT ...

latc r7fid SOS
•

$ 4,661,913.74

We Solicit Your Patronage On Our Record

$135

DISTILLED LONDON DRY BM • N POW • 111171U/11

$ 4,661,913.74

•

- $1-75

PINT

1,837,491.88

LIABILITIES

*Imported Botanicals
make it extra smooth

ITPTH

202,238.95

East State Lbw

U 11111% AMMAN IOW

MAN CMIII & MIS,111, PIMA. tune

•

Phone 202

Member: Federal Reserve System.
Member: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

PEPSI-COLA COMPANY ANNOUNCES
New!A sugar-lies cola with
rewarding true cola tests!!
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FIGURE EXPERT
DEBBIE DRAKE says:

"GREAT TO YOUR WAIST!"
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THE REFRESHING WAY TO STAY.SLI
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ONLY 1 CALORIE PER SERVING!"

"REWAR.QING*TRUE COLA TASTE.
0 IAA ,

:`Now you can satisfy that natural yearning for refreshment and
still stay slim. New Patio Diet Cola contains only one calorie
per serving. It's sugar-free, yet it tastes delicious. Gives you
true cola taste because it's made with true cola ingredients by
Pepsi-Cola Company. Try it today. It's the delicious, refreshing
way to stay slim. Patio Diet Cola...

A

OMPANY

azt
PATIO I

Bottled By (Pepsi-Cola Bottling
Co., Fulton, Ky.) Under Appoint!mixt From Pepsi-Cola Company
N. Y., N. Y.
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